
Deja vue 

Incredible case (just the surface of incomprehensibility) on Malle: Grandpa forgets 
granddaughter in car - shortly thereafter she is dead. https://www.msn.com/de-
de/nachrichten/panorama/unfassbarer-fall-auf-malle-opa-vergisst-enkelin-in-auto-
%e2%80%93-kurz-darauf-ist-sie-tot/ar-BBLXZla?li=BBqg6Q9&ocid=SK2MDHP 

This child would never have died !!! 

Deja vue 

http://www.msn.com/en-ae/news/world/texas-man-tries-in-vain-to-save-infant-left-in-hot-car-
by-placing-her-in-refrigerator/ar-AAhBAfV?li=BBqrVLO&ocid=SK2MDHP 
 
MSN NEWS original 
 I sent this text as a comment to the article directly on MSN - NEWS with copie on Facebook. 
 
>http://www.msn.com/en-ae/news/world/texas-man-tries-in-vain-to-save-infant-left-in-
hot-car-by-placing-her-in-refrigerator/ar-AAhBAfV? 
li=BBqrVLO&ocid=SK2MDHP 
(His daughter can no longer be saved, but help in the future, I think YOU can do it.) 
Via 
a circuit running or an additional cable. I added this sentence as a copy to Merzedes 
Benz) A simple methode could be a alarm signal starts if a child seat gets left in 
belds close status if 
the doors are closed the car is not moving for more then five minutes and the 
driver safety belt is open, and/or the door gets closed from outside 
with the car key. Also in connection with starting the climax-system at the 
same time. I think parent would be thankful for that;  
He will never be happy again.  
 
This is 2 years ago and any car company could have prevented it! 
 
href="https://reinesseelenlicht.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/cs-1-7366796099.pdf" 
title="CS-1-7366796099">CS-1-7366796099</a> 
 
<a href="https://reinesseelenlicht.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/ihre-anregungen-
kritik-an-mercedes-benz.pdf" title="Ihre Anregungen Kritik an Mercedes-Benz">Ihre 
Anregungen Kritik an Mercedes-Benz</a> 
 
 
So why? What was the problem? 
I do not have the money to make it, (with all the answers I get, it would be too much.) 
Is it because it's just "a poor Mexican girl" 3rd or 2nd world country? 
You mean there are too many people on this planet anyway? 
Because I forgot to ask for millions with my sister who had painted them? 
You ask and do not listen! Most do not - with their prayers. Why are you asking? 
Or is it because there are blogs on this site that you do not like? 
Or is it  i don't ... - i just try... (Titel 3) 



If it's my spelling because I think faster than write and the spelling correction is overloaded, 
then ask. 
There's an Zunami, and I post, a city-storm-shield. (Functional description) 
Then a volcano valve description! 
NASA gets an idea description from a sun ray shield / filter on ZERO energy addition cost 
base and a comet repellant / detour defense. As a short idea description ...... 
I know the solution to the poverty problem conditional-basic-income, you do not like it up 
there. I even sent it to the parties in Berlin and Potsdam (Germany). BUT what does a head 
without a body ??? 
I am now renting on a "weekend property" because, you can not really sign up for a place. 
Have not a cent and the lease prepayment is used up to 14 October 2018. 
Which country wants me, can have me (to live with) !!! But I do not give religious 
compulsion, even if you damage me, as in Morocco, 2 spinal bones. 
And I do not give any weapons ideas as long as this country behaves aggressively, especially 
against my country of birth. 
 

 

 


